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Executive Summary 

The actual number of displaced Iraqis is hard to quantify, but UNHCR figures show that more 

than 10% of Iraq’s population have been displaced abroad, and a similar percentage has 

been displaced within Iraq. Amongst this general displacement is a large proportion of 

Christians and other minorities, with UNHCR figures saying that 30% of those displaced 

abroad were from religious minorities. 

 

This report looks at what can and should be done to enable displaced Iraqi Christians to 

return. Creating the conditions in which Christians will return requires creating the 

conditions in which Iraqis from all backgrounds will be encouraged to return, plus specific 

incentives directed at the needs of religious minorities. There are precedents and current 

developments that make this an achievable goal. 

 

First, it is imperative that a greater sense of safety and security be achieved. Enhanced 

acceptance of religious minorities would have a positive impact for all of Iraq’s diverse 

population and is essential for a prosperous, tolerant and healthy society given Iraq’s ethnic, 

linguistic and religious diversity. 

 

Second, it is imperative that the general socio-economic situation be improved. 

Recommendations include the use of rising government revenues from increasing oil exports 

to facilitate a rapid expansion of electricity generation, fund improved public services and 

infrastructure projects, which provide employment and sustain a growing business 

environment. Changes in the education system are essential, notably ensuring greater levels 

of Arabic or Kurdish language competence among minority communities in order to increase 

employability in sectors other than menial labour or agricultural work. 

 

Corruption and poor governance waste resources and impede progress. Therefore, the 

recommendations include the need to encourage greater accountability of political, 

business, community and religious leaders through greater press freedom and measures to 

strengthen the independence of the judiciary and the effectiveness of police and security 

services to enhance the equitable application of the rule of law to all citizens. 

 

The report briefly mentions the 2009 Diyala Initiative which included security, reconciliation, 

and socio-economic programmes and, according to the UN, led to over 130,000 displaced 

people returning to the province. This is a practical demonstration of many of the 

recommendations described in this paper. 
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Introduction 

A large number of Iraqis are displaced, both abroad and internally. Whilst accurate figures 

are difficult to verify, the scale of the displacement is significant, with at least ten percent of 

the population displaced abroad and a similar number displaced internally
1
. Amidst this 

general displacement, the situation of Christians and other religious minorities is especially 

severe. 

 

The question arises as to how this displacement can be reversed. Alternatively, what needs 

to be done so that the displaced are willing and able to return? 

 

In February 2011 an Iraqi Church leader stated that, “Our hope is that all who left will return 

once conditions – safety, stability, infrastructure – are in place.”
2
 This report concentrates on 

these three areas, showing how each might facilitate a large scale return. Chapter one 

addresses the situation of Christian and other minority communities. It explains why they 

are frequent targets for kidnap-for-ransom attacks and sectarian violence. It notes that 

senior political leaders have called for the Christian presence to be maintained. Crucial is 

improved law and order to end kidnapping and improved security for Christians and church 

property. 

 

Chapter two considers inter-communal violence and internal conflict. It notes specific 

examples of where Iraqis have acted decisively to effectively address communal violence in 

two parts of the country in 2007 and 2008. Also shown is the significant effect that clear 

statements by key political and religious leaders can make. 

 

Chapter three examines ways in which to improve the socio-economic situation to stimulate 

employment and provide more comprehensive public services. One major current challenge 

is the grossly inadequate electricity supply. In addition, recent political protests have called 

for an end to corruption and better employment opportunities. Rising government revenues 

from increasing oil exports provide potential for improving public services and 

infrastructure. 

 

Throughout it is acknowledged that Iraq is a complex, multi-ethnic and multi-religious 

country. Most religious communities are themselves diverse and there are significant 

linguistic differences amongst the Kurdish ethnic groups. Politically, Iraq has a federal 

government based in Baghdad. There are 18 provinces or governorates. Three governorates 

in the north have formed an autonomous region run by the Kurdish Regional Government 

(KRG). 

 

The report notes that there are useful precedents for addressing the causes of displacement 

and creating conditions conducive to the displaced being able to return. It demonstrates that 

this is an opportune time to actively support appropriate actions. 

 

A list of recommendations is included. 

                                                      
1
 Figures describing the situation are presented in the Appendix 1. 

2
 Patriarch Mar Addai II, Catholicos of the Ancient Church of the East during a visit to the World Council of 

Churches; see http://www.pcusa.org/news/2011/2/18/massive-flight-iraqi-christians-cant-dim-churches-/ 
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1. Issues Affecting Religious Minorities 

This chapter discusses factors specific to Iraq’s Christian communities. These minorities have 

been disproportionately affected by the displacement of Iraqis, as detailed in Appendix 1. 

This section gives a brief overview of the Christian communities before discussing why they 

are especially vulnerable to the sectarian violence that has affected all areas of Iraq to a 

greater or lesser extent since 2003. It notes the value of asserting religious diversity, 

including recent comments by political leaders calling for the Christian presence to be 

maintained and the displacement to be reversed, before describing religious freedom. It 

notes Iraq’s commitment to international standards and calls for this commitment to be 

effectively implemented. 

Iraq’s Christian minority 

There are Catholic, Eastern and Oriental Orthodox and Protestant churches, many of which 

have existed for centuries. There is a sizeable Christian presence in Baghdad and (in the KRG 

region) the province of Dohuk and the Ankawa district of Arbil. Historically Mosul and Kirkuk 

also had a large Christian presence, which has diminished significantly since 2003. In the 

areas north and east of Mosul comprising the districts of Tel Kaif, al-Shikhan and al-

Hamdaniyah the population is predominantly Christian. This area is sometimes referred to as 

the Nineveh Plains. 

 

Most Iraqi Christians consider themselves to be ethnically Assyrian or Chaldo-Assyrian, 

rather than Arab. Prior to 2003 there were very few officially recognised Christian churches 

in the KRG region. Since 2003, many Christians have been displaced into the KRG region. 

Consequently, a number of church buildings have been constructed and on 4
th

 January 2007 

the Chaldean Church moved its seminary from Baghdad to Arbil
3
. 

 

There are other religious minorities besides the Christian communities. A list is given in 

Appendix 1. 

Why are Christian communities vulnerable? 

The pattern of sectarian violence in recent years demonstrates two primary areas of 

vulnerability. Christian communities have been the target of criminal activity and of 

extremist agendas. 

 

The reduction in effective law and order, together with the general lack of security and level 

of sectarian violence, led to a large rise in violent crime. Christians became the victims of 

targeted criminal activity, notably kidnapping. Many are well educated professional people 

and were part of the wave of kidnapping (see below). Christians are perceived to have more 

money, or access to money from those in the diaspora, making them more lucrative targets. 

Further, they are a minority, unlikely to respond violently, and have no large tribe to protect 

or avenge them. It remains the widespread view that either a ransom is paid (but not 

necessarily the amount first demanded) or the victim is murdered. However, paying a 

ransom does not guarantee that the victim will be released. One example occurred in August 

2010 when Luay Barham al-Malik (a Christian) was kidnapped in the Mosul area. His family 

                                                      
3
 Arbil is spelt Erbil (and occasionally Irbil) in some sources, with all three spellings being different 

transliterations of the name into Roman script. Arbil is the form used in official Iraqi sources. 
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negotiated with the kidnappers and paid a ransom. However, his body was found shortly 

afterwards. 

 

Amidst the sectarian violence, religious extremists actively sought to impose their agendas in 

their areas of influence. One aspect of this was the desire to “purify” areas, i.e. to evict those 

from different religious groups. Christians became one group threatened or attacked by 

religious extremists. There have been several periods, particularly in the summer of 2006, 

when Christian residents of the Dora district of Baghdad were told to convert to Islam, leave 

or be killed
4
. Ostensibly this is overtly religiously motivated. However, it is possible that 

religious language is being used to cover other motivations, including inter-communal 

jealousy and the seizure of property for use by people displaced from elsewhere
5
. Christians 

in Iraq became increasingly convinced that religion is also an essential part of the motivation 

behind the kidnapping of Christians. 

Major incidents affecting Iraqi Christians 

In October 2008 a large number of Christians fled from Mosul following a series of attacks 

that left numerous Christians dead. Those fleeing mostly relocated to the Nineveh Plains, not 

abroad. Approximately 2,000 families were displaced and an average family size of five 

would imply that 10,000 people were affected. Many subsequently returned, primarily 

because there was very limited housing, food supplies, education or employment in the 

areas that they fled to. Therefore, many felt forced to return to continue supporting their 

families despite their fears that insecurity persisted in Mosul. 

 

On 2
nd

 May 2010 there was a bomb attack on a convoy of coaches carrying students. Three 

coaches of Christian students were targeted. One bystander was killed instantly and over 80 

Christian students were injured, several critically, two of whom died of their injuries. 

Subsequently, many ceased studying. In the autumn those that continued did so by 

commuting from the Nineveh Plains area. 

 

The most serious attack to date (measured in terms of the number of casualties) occurred on 

31
st

 October 2010 at the Syrian Catholic Church of Our Lady of Salvation in Baghdad. 

Gunmen entered the building and took approximately 100 worshippers hostage. Security 

forces stormed the building several hours later. 58 people were killed. Different sources gave 

different detailed casualty figures, though the general consensus was that six gunmen, seven 

members of the security forces and 45 worshippers were killed. Two young priests were 

among the dead. On 7
th

 November Mass was conducted in the church by two Iraqi priests 

who returned to Baghdad from studying abroad. This incident prompted a further wave of 

displacement of Christians from Baghdad. 

 

It should be noted that the authorities have tried to provide some protection for church 

buildings. The measures include blast walls, keeping cars at a safe distance from church 

property (both of which mitigate car bomb attacks) and providing armed guards. However, 

Canon Andrew White, an Anglican Minister based in Baghdad, suggests that some guards are 

                                                      
4
 One such period was summer 2007. Churches in the area were told remove crosses from their buildings. 

5
 Such treatment was not inflicted exclusively on Christians; Shi’a and Sunni communities did this to each other, 

e.g. the clearing of Sunni’s from Washash neighbourhood of Baghdad in 2004 by Shi’a militias. 
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reluctant to serve at church buildings because they are Muslim and fear retribution from 

within their own communities.  

 

In 2011 there have been murders and kidnappings of Christians. There have also been bomb 

attacks on churches in Kirkuk and one in Baghdad in which numerous people were hurt but 

nobody was killed. 

 

On 1
st

 and 2
nd

 October two Christians were shot dead in Kirkuk: Hanna Polos Emmanuel’s 

body was found on the outskirts on the 1
st

 and Bassam Isho was killed on the 2
nd

. 

 

There have been several kidnapping incidents, some of which have been resolved by 

payment of a ransom and safe return of the victims. The most serious was on 21
st

 September 

when four men, three Christians and a Turkoman, were kidnapped whilst on a hunting trip 

near Kirkuk. Their vehicle was found burnt out, with the remains of their hunting dogs inside. 

They were released on 30
th

 September, reportedly after a large ransom was paid. 

 

The most serious attack on a church building was on 2
nd

 August when a car bomb exploded 

outside the Holy Family Church in Kirkuk, injuring at least 20 people including the parish 

priest. There have been at least two other attacks in Kirkuk and one in Baghdad. 

Asserting the importance of religious minorities 

For Christians to be willing and able to return there needs to be an improvement in 

enforcement of law and order to end kidnapping, and an effective effort to end sectarian 

attacks on Christians and church property. 

 

Iraqi’s political leaders have occasionally stated their desire for the Christian presence to 

continue in Iraq, e.g. Prime Minister Maliki following the incident on 31
st

 October 2010
6
. 

Such statements by political and religious leaders have proved influential in the past, 

reducing violence for a period of time. Leaders should be encouraged to reiterate such 

commitments, to audiences throughout Iraq and to Iraqi refugee communities abroad. 

 

However, statements by politicians are not sufficient to bring about positive enduring 

changes. Practical steps need to be taken to demonstrate the acceptance of religious 

minorities by the political leadership acting on behalf of the nation. Primarily, this requires 

action to address the safety issues noted above. 

 

One further area for consideration would be to expand freedom of religion in order to 

assure members of religious minorities that they were part of Iraqi society. This would 

improve the sense of a future and hope for the displaced to return to. 

                                                      
6
 On 4

th
 November 2010, in a meeting involving the Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki and (to use his official title) 

Patriarch of Babylon of the Chaldeans Emmanuel III Delly, the Prime Minister expressed his desire that 

Christians remain and promised to improve security for church buildings and monasteries especially during 

liturgies and prayer meetings (quoted on Fides). 
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2. Sectarian Violence 

In chapter 1 we noted violence against Christians and other religious minorities. In this 

chapter we broaden this to sectarian violence in general. Here too we will see that there are 

positive developments at this time. 

 

Sectarian violence has prompted much displacement, both directly to avoid being attacked 

and indirectly by serious damage to infrastructure affecting the quality of life. There have 

also been numerous kidnappings, targeting professional people or members of their family, 

motivated in part by their ability to pay higher ransoms. This prompted many highly skilled 

professionals to move abroad, thereby adversely affecting the economy and public services. 

Key developments 

There are four significant developments, though a detailed review of sectarian violence is 

beyond our scope here. 

 

First, the situation improved considerably from the darkest periods of 2006 and 2007, 

though significant challenges remain. This has been made clear by a series of bomb attacks 

in Baghdad and elsewhere during December 2011 and early January 2012. 

 

Second, Iraqis have acted in recent years to stop sectarian violence, giving a precedent for 

Iraqis confronting extremists. Three such examples are: 

� The Diyala Initiative began in July 2009, combining security, reconciliation and socio-

economic aspects. This initiative is discussed further in chapter 3. Here we note that it 

was Iraqi led, and that 139,000 people displaced from Diyala province during 2006 and 

2007 had returned by the end of 2010. 

� In March 2008 Prime Minister Maliki ordered the Iraqi army into Basra to confront 

militias that had taken control of the city before and after the withdrawal of UK military 

forces. This action was widely affirmed afterwards for having a positive impact on 

society. 

� The movement that became known as the “Sunni Awakening” in the predominantly 

Sunni province of Anbar came to prominence in 2007
7
. In November 2007 community 

leaders, i.e. tribal elders, signed an agreement with US forces to confront what they now 

perceived as an enemy within their communities. They had formed their own armed 

groups in response to the assassination of a tribal leader in September, an incident for 

which Al-Qaeda claimed responsibility. The agreement was for US military support in 

return for the elders ending violence in their area. These local forces with the backing of 

the US military and the overwhelming support of the local population appalled by the 

violence quickly took effective control of their area. 

 

Third, the attitude and public statements of key religious and political leaders can make a 

major difference to patterns of sectarian violence. This was illustrated by a key incident that 

affected the pattern of sectarian violence. On 22
nd

 February 2006 a bomb attack severely 

damaged the historic Shi’a al-Askari mosque in Samarra, a predominantly Sunni town north 

of Baghdad. This mosque is the burial site of the tenth and eleventh Imams, making it an 

                                                      
7
 The first meeting between US army and Sunni tribes was in 2005 in Ramadi. The Anbar Salvation Council of 

Sunni tribal leaders pledging to fight al-Qaeda was founded in September 2006. 
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important site within Shi’a Islam. Prior to this attack most Shi’a heeded the call of Grand 

Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani to desist from retaliating against Sunni attacks. Following the Samarra 

attack, calls for vengeance by Muqtada as-Sadr and others gained much stronger support 

and large-scale reprisals happened regularly. The result was a significant increase in 

sectarian violence, causing more people to become displaced. 

 

Fourth, one current initiative to address sectarian violence is the High Council of Religious 

Leaders in Iraq (HCRLI). This brings together senior religious leaders from Sunni, Shi’a and 

Christian communities. The aim is to work together to find ways to promote tolerance of 

those from other faiths. The HCRLI met in Copenhagen during January 2011 and issued a 

joint statement condemning violence by religious groups against adherents of other faiths or 

other codes from within the same faith. Shortly afterwards several Muslim leaders issued a 

fatwa, i.e. religious ruling, endorsing the statement’s message. Canon Andrew White noted 

that the initial effect appeared to have been a reduction in sectarian violence in general and 

in violence against Christians in particular. 

Changes in social attitudes 

Iraq’s people are ethnically and religiously diverse (see Appendix 1 for details). Some parts of 

Iraq have less diversity than others. For example the southern governorates are 

predominantly Arab-Shi’a, the western province of Anbar is overwhelmingly Arab-Sunni and 

the three northern governorates forming the KRG region are Kurd-Sunni. 

 

The federal capital of Baghdad is very mixed, with almost the whole of Iraq’s diverse peoples 

represented. Inter-communal tolerance broke down and many areas of the city became 

homogenous. Barriers and checkpoints were erected to control who could visit which areas. 

This became much more prevalent after the February 2006 attack in Samarra. Prior to 2003 

there were many Sunni-Shi’a marriages. Such families had terrible problems when sectarian 

violence increased because one person was living in an area where most people were of 

another religious background. 

 

This inter-communal trust needs rebuilding. The history above shows that this can be 

achieved again. Recently some barriers and checkpoints were removed in Baghdad, a 

reflection that the situation has improved. One possible initiative would be for the Ministry 

of Religious Affairs to include tolerance within its training programmes. 
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3. Improving Socio-Economic Conditions in Iraq 

On 24
th

 January 2011 the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) stated that 

unemployment and socio-economic problems, and not violence, are the biggest barriers 

holding Iraqi refugees from returning
8
. This chapter focuses on ways in which socio-

economic conditions can be improved, especially through enhanced public services and 

increased employment. 

Oil industry 

Government revenues have largely been derived from oil exports. This continues to be the 

case. Exports averaged 2.2 million barrels per day (mbpd) in February 2011, the highest 

monthly average since 2003
9
. The federal government’s objective is to reach 10 mbpd or 

more by 2020. In February 2011 it was reported that Iraqi and Japanese companies were 

negotiating a contract to expand the oil export facilities at Basra to 5.8 mbpd from the 

current 2.2 mbpd capacity
10

. 

 

Significantly during 2011 and 2010 several large contracts were signed with foreign energy 

companies to expand and modernise existing facilities and start extracting oil from 

additional fields. Energy companies started to move in, notably in southern Iraq. One 

immediate consequence was an upsurge in hotel occupancy in Basra, prompting several 

hotels to undertake major refurbishment and expansion programmes. One concern 

expressed locally was that local people be given employment, i.e. they would reject all the 

labour being migrant workers. This is a crucial issue, both for the employment it creates and 

the acceptance of the facilities by the local community. 

 

One restriction in 2009 and 2010 was that the KRG signed oil contracts without the approval 

of the federal oil ministry in Baghdad. This led to disputes about the legality and operability 

of the contracts, and to the suspension of oil exports from the KRG region in mid 2009. 

These issues were resolved in early 2011 and oil exports resumed. This is a positive sign. In 

May 2011 the EU affirmed that it would ensure that the federal government bodies in 

Baghdad were fully involved in all energy projects involving Europe and the KRG. 

 

Rising output generates greater government income, allowing for increased government 

spending/investment in public services and infrastructure projects, both of which create 

jobs. However, poor governance and corruption are significant challenges that need to 

addressed in order to improve the effective use of central government funds. 

Electricity supply 

Iraq currently suffers from a major shortage of electricity generation capacity. Figures issued 

in March 2011 stated that the generation capacity was currently 7,000 megawatts whilst 

peak summer demand was 15,000 megawatts
11

. Several of the major contracts awarded in 

                                                      
8
 Reported by AFP and carried on AINA 

9
 Reported by AP and carried on AINA on 1

st
 March 2011 

10
 Reported on 2

nd
 February 2011 on AINA 

11
 Reuters, quoted by Assyrian International News Network, http://www.aina.org/news/2011032322469.htm 
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2010 were for exploitation of natural gas fields, both for export of gas and for electricity 

generation
12

. 

 

Several regional countries are implementing renewable energy projects. This suggests that 

such schemes could be considered within Iraq at some point as another means of boosting 

electricity generating capacity. 

 

In the longer term there is an almost guaranteed market for the sale of surplus electricity as 

discussed below. This should encourage the rapid development of electricity generation 

from numerous sources, and investment in the infrastructure required to transmit the 

power. 

Public Services 

Rising revenues from oil (and in due course natural gas) exports will enable the government 

to expand and improve public services. In the 1980s, Iraq had one of the best state 

education and health services in the Middle East. The effects of the Iran-Iraq war (1980-88) 

followed by sanctions against Iraq (mid 1990s onwards) seriously damaged these as 

equipment was not well maintained, updated or replaced. However, there is the legacy of a 

large pool of well qualified professional people. Many such people left, not least because 

professional classes were targeted by kidnappers from 2003 onwards (see above). The 

government is calling for these people, notably doctors, teachers and lecturers, to return 

and work in their own country. 

 

For example, in January 2010 the Health Ministry reported that an estimated 8,000 of the 

country’s 15,500 doctors emigrated between 2003 and 2008 (i.e. more than 50%), of whom 

1,480 returned during 2009. In late 2008 the Ministry promised secure accommodation, gun 

permits and increased salaries to those that returned. More such initiatives are required. 

 

Access to effective schools and medical services is essential for encouraging the displaced to 

return. 

Infrastructure 

Another potential use of rising government revenues is infrastructure projects. Above we 

noted the need for a large expansion of the electricity generating capacity. There is also a 

need for improving water, sewage and transport systems. Such projects provide jobs (again 

provided that locals are employed) as well as improved services for communities and 

businesses. 

Tourism 

Since 2003 the Iraqi government have sought to develop and increase tourism in several 

areas. There is much historical interest in Iraq, and work is in progress to make Babylon a 

tourist destination. The cities of Karbala and Najaf are key site within Shi’a Islam, with a long-

standing centre of theological study in Najaf. Religious tourism, pilgrimage and theological 

                                                      
12

 One example was a contract signed in June 2010 by Shell, Mitsubishi and two state owned gas companies for 

natural gas extracted with oil which is currently just burned off to be used for electricity generation 
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study travel have begun, mostly from Iran. The KRG has promoted its region as a tourist 

destination, appealing to the more adventurous. 

 

Tourism itself, and developing the transport and hotel infrastructure to support it, is a 

potential source of employment
13

. 

Education system 

The education system has been highly functional in the past, and remains so, at least in 

parts. However, two key weaknesses remain, which significantly affect the minority 

communities in particular. First, at present the legal requirement for children to complete 

education is, at least in parts, being enforced for primary education only. Many parents 

simply cannot afford to send their children to secondary school. Second, some Assyrian 

children do not learn either Arabic or Kurdish, and therefore limits the number of secondary 

school they can attend and significantly reduces their employment prospects. 

 

The education system needs to be amended to make completion of secondary education 

achievable and affordable for all. This will require support for all parents to enable their 

children to attend. It needs to be made compulsory for all children to learn at least one of 

the two widely spoken languages of Iraq, i.e. Arabic and Kurdish. 

 

MEC is aware that a number of decrees were issued in 2011 relating to the education 

system. However, details of the contents and implementation are not available.  

Languages 

Of significance for Christian communities is that many use ancient languages at home 

including Chaldean, Syriac and Aramean. These communities desire that study of such 

languages be provided within the education system. 

 

One complication for those internally displaced to the KRG region is that some are being 

obliged to learn a third language, namely one of the Kurdish dialects/languages, in addition 

to maintaining their Arabic and ancient language. Christian community leaders are 

concerned that the Kurdish will be of limited value to their children in the future because of 

its limited usage in higher education. Christian children whose families would have 

documents showing that they are from Baghdad or Mosul are mostly allowed to continue 

their education in Arabic. However, others are sometimes forced to switch to Kurdish 

despite their preference being for Arabic. 

Allocation of federal resources 

A census has been planned since 2007
14

. However, it has been postponed several times. The 

conducting of the census nationwide would facilitate the equitable and transparent sharing 

of rising national resources amongst the 18 governorates, i.e. in proportion to their 

population. Postponements in 2010 were attributed to concerns of fraud in three 

                                                      
13

 One statistic quoted in the UK is that every one million passengers per year through an airport supports 

1,000 jobs in and around the airport. 
14

 A test was conducted in 16 governorates in 2005 using 50,000 professionals. A less rigours count was 

conducted in 2004 as part of the preparations for the 2005 General Election. However, this produced 

incomplete results due to a widespread boycott of the exercise and subsequent election by many Arab-Sunnis. 
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governorates, namely Diyala, Kirkuk and Nineveh
15

. The planned procedures in these areas 

were not regarded as robust or transparent by others, giving no assurance that these 

governorates would provide accurate data. In January 2011 it was reported that these issues 

had been resolved in Diyala province
16

. The head of the National Statistics Bureau was 

reported as saying that the issues were political, not technical. Effectively, the different 

ethnic groups do not trust each other. 

The Diyala initiative 

There is a helpful precedent for many of the proposals made in this chapter, namely the 

Diyala initiative
17

. Diyala province is ethnically diverse, with Arab and Kurdish areas. It had 

major security problems in 2006 and 2007. The project combined security, reconciliation and 

socio-economic initiatives.  

 

The initiative succeeded in improving the security situation as shown by 139,000 displaced 

people returning between July 2008 and December 2010, which is approximately half of the 

estimated number of people who fled during 2006 and 2007
18

. 

 

The initiative successfully created at least 16,000 jobs by focusing on infrastructure projects 

and the construction of new housing units.  

 

One feature of Diyala is that it is an agricultural area and many of the development projects 

were in that field. This aspect of the initiative is applicable to some areas of Iraq, but not to 

all. 

Women’s employment 

Across Iraq there are an estimated one million female-headed-households, a reflection of 

the number of men killed in Iraq’s wars or killed or detained during sectarian clashes since 

2003
19

. Improvement of the socio-economic situation will be strongly enhanced by measures 

that incorporate the employment of women. This will require appropriate job training and 

job creation, plus support for the children of such families to complete their education to the 

level that they are capable of. 

Protests for better services and against corruption 

In March 2011 there were protests in Baghdad and other cities calling for an end to 

corruption, provision of better public services, notably electricity supply (see above), and 

more employment – one theme of this chapter. Such protests have continued. In response, 

Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki gave all ministers 100 days in which to start to deliver. 

 

                                                      
15

 All three border the KRG, with Arab-Kurdish tensions a significant factor. 
16

 Reported by Azzaman (www.azzaman.com) and quoted on AINA on 17
th

 January 2011 
17

 The Diyala initiative was initiated on 16
th

 July 2009. A translation of the original mandate is online available: 

http://www.internal-

displacement.org/8025708F004CE90B/%28httpDocuments%29/B4B8EAFDA5382A76C12576D60053E94B/$file

/Unofficial+Translation+Iraqi+Cabinet+Order+54+Diyala+July+2009.pdf  
18

 See http://reliefweb.int/node/402102  
19

 This figure is from a report by the International Committee of the Red Cross, see 

http://www.icrc.org/eng/resources/documents/field-newsletter/iraq-women-newsletter-2011-08-24.htm 
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Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki formed a new government in December 2010 following the 

general election held on 7
th

 March 2010. The new government included all major ethnic and 

religious groups. When formed, it appeared committed to building a prosperous state for 

the benefit of all citizens. Subsequently, some tensions and inter-party agendas appeared to 

gain attention. One reported reason for the long delay was that many party leaders sought 

control of those ministries that would allow the most opportunity for corrupt gain, or for 

giving well paying jobs to their friends. If correct, this would confirm the fears of the 

protesters. 

 

To address corruption it is important to increase accountability. Two important ways to do 

so are freedom of the press and independence of the judiciary. This facilitates investigative 

journalism that holds political, and business and religious, leaders accountable. Press 

freedom allows accurate reporting without fear of retribution against journalists or 

publishers. Such freedom is not respected by the Iraqi authorities, as aptly demonstrated in 

the early hours of 23
rd

 February 2011 when the offices of the NGO Journalistic Freedoms 

Observatory were raided by police. Equipment was confiscated. On 8
th

 September a popular 

radio journalist, Hadi al-Mahdi, often critical of the government, was shot dead at his home 

in Baghdad. 

 

In February 2011 Human Rights Watch noted that “frequent violence, committed with 

impunity, severely constrains freedom of expression”
20

. This report notes that current Iraqi 

law defines “journalist” very narrowly (i.e. someone who works for an established news 

outlet and is affiliated with the Iraqi Journalists’ Syndicate) and that two pieces of legislation 

relating to freedom of expression are stalled in the parliamentary legislative process. These 

are the “Access to Information Law” to ensure journalists can access public information and 

the “Journalists’ Protection Law” to ensure protection for them whilst at work and provide 

compensation for injuries sustained in the course of their work. 

 

It is worth noting that numerous newspapers, magazines, radio stations and TV channels 

began operating in 2003 following the removal from power of Saddam Hussein. In 2010 

there were increasing concerns about restrictions being placed on the press by the KRG. 

Regional issues 

Both transport and energy infrastructure would benefit from being integrated with 

neighbouring countries. Oil pipelines to Syria are being improved (though internal events in 

Syria from May 2011 are likely to have an adverse effect on this), and there is scope for 

doing the same with those via Turkey. There is some connectivity of Iraq’s electricity 

transmission network with neighbouring states allowing some electricity to be imported. 

Further integration would be beneficial, facilitating greater importing and future exporting 

of electricity. 

 

Turkey, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon recently agreed to work together to integrate their 

infrastructure, with transport links being the first priority. All countries would benefit from 

linking their electricity networks. Iraq would benefit from being included in such initiatives. 

                                                      
20

 See http://www.hrw.org/print/reports/2011/02/02/crossroads section II “Freedom of Expression”, sub-

section Background 
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Concluding Comments 

The displacement of Iraqis is a major challenge. However, this report has demonstrated that 

there are positive developments and reasons for optimism that the displacement can be 

reversed. This requires the creation of better public services and more employment, and 

securing reductions in sectarian violence. The Diyala Initiative is a positive example of what 

Iraqis can achieve, and it is recommended that similar initiatives be implemented in other 

areas. 

 

Recent comments by political leaders that the Iraqi Christian presence is wanted needs to 

lead to practical action demonstrating a commitment beyond the rhetoric to a society in 

which religious minorities are welcomed and valued. 

 

In several areas the legal code can be strengthened to improve accountability, reduce 

corruption and ensure that all Iraqis share national resources in an equitable way. The two 

currently stalled measures relating to freedom of the press are a pressing example. 

 

This report shows that is much to be done, and the capacity to do it exists. The question is 

whether there is the political will to do so. 

 

A number of recommendations have been made which are listed below. The key ones are 

the improvement of security, of accountability, with strengthened freedom of the press one 

way to achieve this, and of government services and national infrastructure. 
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Recommendations 

To the Iraqi government 

� Improve security, especially concerning kidnapping and violent attacks on members of 

religious minorities and their property 

� Take effective measures to improve the protection of journalists, including enacting 

legislation to create truly free press starting with the “Access to Information Law” and 

the “Journalists’ Protection Law” 

� Implement a major investment programme in public services, job creation and improving 

services 

� Expand electricity generation with a view to fully meeting local needs and supplying 

neighbouring areas 

� Ensure that all companies operating in Iraq use as much local labour as possible 

� Expand the provision of secondary education to be achievable and affordable for all 

children 

� Implement the national census to ensure the transparent allocation of national resources 

to all provinces 

� Encourage and enable other provinces to enact projects similar to the Diyala initiative 

� Include religious tolerance within the Ministry of Religious Affairs’ training programmes 

To the Kurdish Regional Government (KRG) 

In addition to the above: 

� Finalise agreement with the federal oil ministry on the development of facilities in the 

KRG region 

� Allocate funding for temporary safe housing for the internally displaced, including 

welfare services for basic material needs specifically food and water 

To Iraqi religious leaders 

� Encourage political leaders with whom they have influence to enact stronger religious 

freedom and other human rights legislation 

� Continue the HCRLI processes, including affirming joint statements throughout their own 

communities 

� Promote and encourage religious tourism to sacred sites 

To other governments, multi-national businesses and international NGOs 

� Encourage the Iraqi government to fulfil its Human Rights commitments under 

international law 

� Support Iraqi refugee communities, notably by education and vocational training, whilst 

constantly encouraging them to consider returning 

� Actively promote and support business opportunities across Iraq, using as much Iraqi 

labour as possible, and provide training and apprenticeships for Iraqis 

� Press Iraqi authorities at local, provincial, regional and national levels to take effective 

measures to tackle corruption 

� Encourage and support reconciliation initiatives 
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Appendix 1: Displacement 

This appendix describes the scale of the displacement of Iraqis. It starts by summarising the 

demographic size and composition of the population, before looking at registered and 

unregistered refugees abroad. Finally, there are some brief comments on internal 

displacement within Iraq. 

Iraq’s demographic makeup 

The lack of a recent census in Iraq (see above) means that an accurate estimate for Iraq is 

not available. What is clear is that Iraq’s population is both ethnically and religiously diverse. 

Most estimates of the population are in the region of 25 million. 

 

An approximate ethnic-religious breakdown of the population is: 

 Arab-Shi’a ......................................... 55% 

  Arab-Sunni ........................................ 20% 

  Kurdish-Sunni.................................... 20% 

 Other ................................................... 5% 

 

The others category includes Faili (i.e. Kurdish-Shi’a), Turkoman-Sunni, a small Jewish 

community and Christians, as well as adherents of the Yezidi, Mandean/Sabean, Baha’i and 

Zorastrian faiths. 

Registered refugees 

A UNHCR report issued in November 2010 gave details of Iraqis registered with them in the 

Arab world. The following table illustrates the changing total of registered refugees. 

 

Date Number Change 

31
st

 October 2010 195,428 -32,622 

1
st

 January 2010 228,050 -82,363 

1
st

 January 2009 310,413 +76,878 

1
st

 January 2008 233,535 +160,011 

1
st

 January 2007 73,524  

Table 1: UNHCR registered Iraqi refugees 

 

The major factor in the decrease during 2010 is the number of refugees removed as being 

inactive, i.e. there has been no recent contact with UNHCR officials. There were over 47,000 

such individuals, more than offsetting the 31,000 new registrations recorded. Over 100,000 

were removed as inactive during 2009. Of note is that Iraqis continue to become displaced. 

 

The number resettled outside the Arab world during 2010 was 14,101, i.e. more than a 

thousand per month but a tiny proportion of the total. 

 

The next table illustrates in which countries the registered refugees are located. 
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Date Egypt Iran Jordan Lebanon Syria Turkey GCC
21

 

31
st

 October 2010 6,830 3,623 30,630 7,955 139,586 5,235 1,569 

1
st

 January 2010 7,212 4,424 38,744 8,748 161,001 6,805 1,116 

1
st

 January 2009 10,170 4,775 52,443 10,268 223,584 8,274 899 

1
st

 January 2008 10,512 4,466 50,635 9,804 152,861 4,660 597 

1
st

 January 2007 3,025 735 21,999 4,090 40,858 2,625 192 

Table 2: UNHCR registered Iraqi refugees by country of refuge within MENA 

 

Of note is that Syria is hosting more registered refugees than other regional countries 

combined. 

 

The next table details the religious background of registered refugees as recorded by 

UNHCR. 

 

Religion Number Percentage 

Christianity 23,373 12.0% 

Islam – Shi’a 41,342 21.2% 

Islam - Sunni 114,481 58.6% 

Islam - unspecified 7,559 3.9% 

Mandean 5,460 2.8% 

Yezidis 955 0.5% 

Others 2,258 1.2% 

Table 3: Religious background of UNHCR registered refugees at 31
st

 October 2010 

 

This table shows that, relative to the overall demography, the Shi’a are under represented 

amongst refugees and the Kurds are absent altogether. Consequently, all other groups have 

higher than expected representation. 

Unregistered displaced persons 

Many people choose not to register as refugees, with fear of being forcibly returned one 

factor. At a meeting in April 2007 in Geneva, led by António Guterres, head of UNHCR, stated 

that the number of displaced Iraqis in neighbouring countries was
22

: 

 

Syria 1,200,000 

Jordan 750,000 

Egypt 100,000 

Iran 54,000 

Lebanon 40,000 

Turkey 10,000 

Total 2,154,000 

Table 4: UNHCR April 2007 estimate for displaced Iraqis in neighbouring countries 

 

                                                      
21

 GCC = Gulf Cooperation Council, comprising Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE) 
22

 Quoted by the New York Times on 13
th

 May 2007; www.nytimes.com/2007/05/13/magazine/13refugees-

t.html 
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There are three points to notice here. First, the total equates to approximately one in every 

12 Iraqis having fled abroad. Second, these numbers are well above the figures given above 

for 2007 and 2008, giving an indication of the ratio of displaced persons to registered 

refugees at that time. There is no reason to suppose that this balance has changed 

significantly since then. Third, UNHCR estimated that 30% of those who had fled originate 

from the minorities. This is equivalent to 600,000 people. 

 

It is worth noting that there are several reasons why the reporting of the number of 

displaced persons is difficult. Some host governments obscure the true scale of refugees for 

domestic policy reasons. Some Western governments have resisted letting the true scale of 

the problem be known due to embarrassment at the scale of the problem. 

Internal displacement 

The above details the displacement of Iraqis abroad. There has also been internal 

displacement. In chapter 1 we noted examples where Christians have been displaced from 

Mosul to the Nineveh Plains and from Baghdad to Arbil in the KRG. We also noted that many 

districts of Baghdad had become religiously homogenous. 

 

One estimate of internal displacement is that it is on the same scale as displacement abroad. 

This implies that a further ten percent of Iraqis are displaced, in addition to the more that 

10% that have moved abroad. 
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Appendix 2: An autonomous area for Christians? 

One idea promoted by some is the creation of an autonomous area for Christians located in 

the Nineveh Plains. The Iraqi constitution includes provisions for the creation of autonomous 

zones, to have similar status to the KRG within the federal political structure of Iraq. 

 

Calls for the creation of such an area for Christians have been made for several years, mostly 

by Iraqis living abroad. However, recently such calls have been made by Christians in Iraq, 

e.g. by Christian MPs in April 2011
23

. The motivation includes creating a safe area within the 

Arabic speaking part of Iraq. What is not clear is whether the proposal is for a short or long 

term arrangement, nor whether Iraqi Christians from the Baghdad area would be willing to 

relocate to the Nineveh Plains. 

 

Several concerns have been raised about such a proposal, with many outside observers 

concluding that the idea lacks practicality. 

� First, it leads to further isolation of Christians from the overall Iraqi society; while given 

its small numbers they needs are better served by their full participation in a multi-ethnic 

Iraq. 

� Second, concentrating Christians in one geographical area will make them an easier 

target for those who aim to wipe out the Christian presence from Iraq. 

� Third, historically attempts to create sovereignty or autonomy for the Assyrian 

communities in Iraq have led to increased violence and insecurity for the Christian 

communities. 

� Fourth, that it requires Christians living in outside the region to relocate. If this is for the 

long term, then property sales and purchase are required. 

� Fifth, there would be insufficient economic, education and other services are there in 

this area to support the arriving Christians. 

� Sixth, it is unclear what form of internal governance the area would have, now strong its 

law enforcement services would be and how strong its relationships would be with the 

surrounding provinces and national government in Baghdad. 

 

In summary, such a region is fraught with practical difficulties, and, whilst it might facilitate 

Iraqi Christians returning to Iraq, it fails to meet the objective of enabling them to return to 

their homes. It does not appear to be a viable option. 

                                                      
23

 See Al-Arabiya article of 5
th

 April 2011, http://www.alarabiya.net/articles/2011/04/05/144308.html 


